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Part 1 – Section A 

 

i. (a)Once Upon a Time by Gabrial Okara 

(b)father   / people  

(c) now people have changed to laugh without happiness/Shanking hands in sincerity is 

changed/good intentions have  gone/old good things have changed 

(ii)  (a). In the poem “To the Nile” / John Keats 

    (b). the river Nile/ fruitful 

  (c). Contrasting aspect of nature surrounded by the Nile/ fruitfulness and the barrenness            

                    surrounded by the Nile. 

(iii)  (a). From the poem “Farewell to Barn and Stack and Tree” / A.E. Houseman) 

 (b). The mother of the two sons/ The son who killed his brother. 

 (c). The mother had two sons. One of her sons is killed by his own brother. The brother; the  

other son of the mother is also leaving the village. 

(iv)        (a)An extract from “Wave” by Sonali Deraniyagala. 

              (b)Sonali and Steve / Sonali and husband    - in the hotel /in the hotel room 

              (c )The waves were not normal. The waves were not dissolving.They were alarmed  and shocked  

                   To see sea waves rushing and coming closer to their room. 

(v). (a). From the short story “The Nightingale and the Rose”/ Oscar Wilde 

 (b). The nightingale./ The boy who has been asked to offer a red rose by the girl whom he loves. 

 (c). The girl asked for a red rose from the boy. The boy is unable to find a red rose for her. He  

is in fear of losing the girl, his love. He is crying for his love. Seeing the boy crying over his  

love the Nightingale utters these words. 

(vi).   (a). From the drama “The Bear”/ Anton Chekhov. 



 (b). Smirnov/ To himself 

 (c). he has a negative attitude towards women/ he interprets that women are very dangerous/  

unbelievable/ not trustworthy and cannot  rely on them. 

 

Section B 

(a)  (i) Jagan asks cousin to find out why Mali refuses to study.Cousin attends the task and visits 

Jagan to report what he has found out./Cousin visiting Jagan with the information why Mali 

refuses to study 

             (ii)To talk about Mali’s present situation with cousin which jagan couldn’t find out. 

 

             (iii)Retired –left the place/stop taking part 

Strolled –walked slowly 

            (iv)The unhealthy relationship between Jagan and his son.There is no good communication  

                 Between them.Mali is not prepared to talk to his father about his day’s events.He prefers to be          

                Alone in his room 

    

(b) (i)The narrator and his family leaving Depanama and moving to their new home in the 

village of Egodawatta 

(ii) gloom – darkness 

      Constantly – frequently / all the time/ often 

(iii)on the road/ at a spot on the road 

(iv)The narrator feels sorry to leave Tony.He strokes him gently and shows his love  and  

      Affection towards Tony.He remembers all good qualities of Tony.This shows the 

narrator’s deep pain within him to leave Tony 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(c)      

i. He = Tom Canty,    

ii. She is a cruel and wicked grandmother.  

  

iii. awful  -   unpleasant/bad  

 

miserable  - poor/low value/low quality   

 

iv. It is a home where Tom never finds love or kindness except from his mother’s. 

The home is in a poor condition in wealth as well as humanity. The text gives a 

gloomy and negative picture of the family background of Tom Canty. 

     

 

 


